
the arab american community in 
Detroit, michigan by Steve Gold
the events of september 11, 2001, focused attention on arab american communities. 
the Detroit area is home to more than 300,000 arab americans, one of the largest ethnic 
enclaves in the united states. nineteenth-century immigrants from syria and lebanon were 
the first to arrive. With the increased demand for automobiles and the steel to make them at 
the beginning of the 20th century, more immigrants from the middle East came to work in 
Detroit’s many factories. By 1916, the ford motor company counted 555 arab men among 
its workforce. the first islamic mosque in america was established in highland Park in 1919. 
the relationship between arab immigrants and auto manufacturing endures. next to ford’s 
famous river rouge plant is Dearborn’s “arab village.”

immigrants continue to arrive in Detroit, reuniting families that have been divided 
across borders and continents. Whether from iraq, yemen, or Palestine, they seek eco-

nomic advancement and escape 
from the middle East’s chronic 
violence. in 1990, more than one-
third of michigan’s residents of 
arab origin had been born outside 
of the united states; about 40 percent had immigrated after 1980. 
although all are arab, their religious affiliations are diverse: lebanese 
christians; sunni and shiite muslims; Palestinians and Jordanians 
who are catholic, Protestant, Greek orthodox, and sunni muslims; 
Eastern rite catholic chaldeans; and yemenis of different muslim 
sects.
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the arab community 
is also socioeconomically 
diverse, but the 1990 census 
showed them to be generally 
well-off as a group. college 
graduation rates are high, and 
comparatively few are unem-
ployed or struggling on below-
poverty incomes. Besides 
careers in the auto industry, 
arab americans also become 
professionals, and many are 
self-employed.

With their new visibility since september 2001, 
arab americans have experienced renewed nega-
tive attention. But this, too, has deep roots. metropolitan 
Detroit has a long history of racial and ethnic violence, 
and arab american residents have become well acquainted 
with discrimination and stereotyping—from ethnic slurs 
like being called “camel jockeys” to the more perni-
cious dominance of European traditions and standards in 
schools. neither is this the first conflict in the middle East for 
which arabs were demonized. With a rich community life, arab 
americans have developed a range of organizational supports 

that provide succor in the face of the episodic but persistent 
hostilities they face in america.
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